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PHOTC(XW?ES THE PRESURE DRAG IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL OR
AXIALLY SYMMETRICAL FLOW PHENOMENA WITH ~
DETACHED SHOCK
By Antonio Ferri
A method has been developed
photographs the pressure drag of
for evaluating from shadow or schlieren
axiaJJy symmetrical bodies at zero
&gle-of -attack & of two-di&n siond lIo&L& producing detached shock.
The method consists in the determination of the flow properties along
a cheracteristic line end the application of the momentum theorem to a
stream tube around the bmly. The method can be applied to the determin-
ationof etiemd drag of supersonic inlets with subsonic flow at the
entrance of the inlet. .
INTRODUCTION
The system of characteristics permits the pressure drag and the
shape of the shock for axially symmetrical and two-dhensional flow
phenomena having everywhere supersonic speed to be detemined directly
from the boundary conditions. Ih this case if viscous effects are
neglected, the value of the pressure drag can be detemnined analytically,
and no experimental measurement is necessary. The detemnine.tionof the
shape of the shock can be useful in making a comparison between experi–
mental and theoretical results ad permits em eveluatim of the displace
ment thickness of the wake end of the boundary layer along the body.
The characteristic system does not permit, however, direct dete~tian
of the pressure drag when the shock is detached from the body, because it
cannot le applied to the suhsodc part of the flow.
The determination of the pressure drag of bodies producing
detached shocks is inrportut in many problems; for example, the bodies
of revolution used b practical applications often have round noses and,
in supersonic inlets, conditions exist in which the flow at the entrance
of the inlet is subsonic. The exper~ntal measurement of the pressure
drag for these cases usually requires complicated experimental equipment;
therefore, the determination of dm.g from shadow or schlieren photographs
of the phenomena can be very useful for practice2 applications. A
method is presented herein that permits determination of the pressure
drag directly from shadow or schlieren photographs. This system can be
2eepecie3.Q useful in W cases in which the exper-tal technique uses
the principle of moving models (shooting ranges, whirling arms, dx. )
and in experiments of supersonic inlets in which also the titernal flow
produces forces and in which it is, therefore, difficult to measure the
external drag independently of the titernal drag. me metiml gives tie
value of the pressure drag due to the subsmlc and supersonic regions of
the flow and permits also the detemnination of pressure and velocity
distribution of the supersmic region, fram which the shape end thickness
of the wake can %e oblxdned.
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SYMBOLS
Cartesian coordinates
normal to streamline
velocity
limiting velocity
velocity in terms of the limiting velocity (V/VZ)
Mach mmiber
density “
pressure
entropy
mass flow
Sinp-tmpsing
for -ally syuunetricd.phemome=; Z = O for
Cos(q)+ p)
two4immsional phencmlena
sinptezlf3sinq
for s25ally symmetrical.phenomena; m = O for
Cos(q – P)
two-mnensional phenamena
ticlination of the velocity vector with respect to x-axis
ticlination of the shock with respect to upstresm velocity
.
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3CT specific heat at constant volume
7 ratio of specific heats
R gas Constsnt
Subscripts:
o refers to stagnation free-stream
1 refers to free-stream propetiies
A points of first family
B points of second fsmily
,
c quantities at the points
P quantities at any point
Cons.ltiona
calculated from A end B
1? behha
THE ME!J?HCIDFOR D~G ‘I!EIX
Ih any supersonic phencmmnon h which a
flow is subsonic only in a small zcme of the
the shock
?RESSUREDRAG
detached shock exists, the
space and the speed outside
of this zone, which is usuaUy Umited to the ~ciuity of th~ nose of
the body, becomes again supersonic. The body considered has fin.ite
aimenaions. 13ithe su~ersonic part of the flow the characterifiic theory
cm be applied to determine the pressure drag and the pressure distribu–
ti(n.ls. The line IIN of figure 1 is the sonic line that divides the
subsonic from the supersonic region, end frcm any petit G of the shock
ti the supersonic regim the characteristic ltie GD of the second
family that meets the body at some point D (see, for example, reference 1)
cen be detemined.
If the flow properties are known along the line GD, the component
of the momentum of the stream sllong GD ti the direction of the free-
stream velocity and the resultent of the pressure on the surface GD in
the same directicm can be evaluated. The resultant of the pressure
along the surface OD in the direction of the x-is can be obtained
from the momf3ntumlaw. Ihleed, the difference of momentum between the
surfaces EE~ snd Q) must be equal to the resultant of pressures at
the surfaces ErG, EEt, EO, OD, end GD. The pressure along E*G and EO
does not produce any component of force in the direction of the x-axis.
The resultent of pressure at the surfaces m? and GD is IamWTl(along IZr
the pressure is equal to the fre~eam pressure); therefore, the
resultant of the pressure h the direction of the x-axis along OD cen
be evaluated from the difference of momentum in the direction of the
x-is between EIP end GD. When supersonic inlets hav~ subscmic
entrsnce velocity are considered (fig. 2), the streamltie EO is not
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pressure
to the stresm directim and,
drag alcmg this ltie is also
therefore, with
detemrdned.
this system the
been neglected, buth these considerations the viscous effects have
the VISCOUS effect’sare smsll in the front part of the body and therefore
can be considered tidependently. For the back part of the body the
considerationsmade in the “lhtroduction” on the possibility of the
detemnination of the displacement thictiess of the boundary layer and of
the wake are stiJl valid. It should be noted that, by consideration of
the change in momentum in the y direction, the lift of ~ional
bodies at an angle of attack can be detemined. I&cm the preceding con-
siderations the determination of the pressure drag along EOD (fig. 1) is
reduced to the determination of the flow properties along GD. The flow
properties along GD can be determined frcm the shqe of the shock in
the follmdng way:
13? EGL is the shape of the shock detemnined frcnnexperimental
measurements (shadow or schlieren photo~phE ), the inclinatim of the
shock sllong GL (fig. 1) can be measured. lh order to obtain the iuclha-
tion of the shock with sam precision the coordhates of the shock csn
be measured and an anaJ@ical expression can be detemnined for the curve.
From the ticlination of the shock s, the magnitude W snd the
direction q of velocity and the variation of entropy As across the
shock can be calculated at any point 1? of the shock, for example, frcm
the equations:
ten ep 7– r1l– WP2COS2(G – q)
.
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Ih the equaticms, the subscript P indicates quantities at the
point P behind the shock and the subscript 1 in&Lcates free-stream
conditions. I&cm W potits of the bhock A snd B (fig. 1), the
flow properties at the point C can be detemdned by mesns of the chera~
teristic system for rotaticmal flow as is shown h the follmdng
discussion.
From A
and from B
can be drawn
the tangent to the characteristic line of the first family
the tangent to the characteristic ltie of the second family
(reference 1)
(6)
where
()7–1 1 ~sin%3=—–– 2$
The intersection of the two characteristic 1-s detemines the
point C in the first approximation. The properties at C h the first
approxhnation can be detemined from the follotig expressions (reference 1):
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where, for two+immional phenamena, Z snd m are zero whereas, for
exiwy symletricel phenallma,
2
Stiptapsinq
=
Cos(ql+ p)
(9)
Sinptanpsinq
m= (lo)
COS(9 – P)
~ the first approximation the quantities tith no index in equation (7)
can he assumed e ual to the correspmding quantities at the point A
?end in equation 8) to the quantities at the point B, and.for ds/dn the
folhwing expression can be used:
4
da= ‘A–% (IL)
h this approximation the entropy gradient is assumed to be the same
in the zone between B end C as h the zone between A and B. h
the process of calculaticms it is possible that the two lamwn points
fa13 on the same streamline. Ih this case, the value of ds/dn for the
first approxhation can be assumed e ual.to the value of
7
d.s/dn at one
of the two potnts. Zhe value of d.Edn can be obtained frcnnthe differ-
ence in entropy at this petit end at a nearby known point cm the same
characteristic line.
After the properties at the point C h the first approximation are
obtained, a second approximaticm can be obtained in the following way: The ,
value of entropy at tha petit C is determined from the entropy of the
point au the shock that is in the same streamline as the point C. This
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point is determined frmn mass-flow
7
considerations. The flow at C is
then determined again by averaging the values of the lamwn terms in
equations (6), (7), and (8) be-hem the values at A and C end at B
and C, respectively.
For axially symnetricsl phenomena the mass flow contained in the
stream tule bounded by the two surfaces of revolution having as generatrti
the fireamline that passes a% A end C (mA) and at B and C (~) can
be detemrbed from figures 1 end 3:
mA .
f
A 211ypv
sin p
Q
Yc Eh(ql + p) 1
(12)
JB%= +YtypvYc
The density at any point P can
free-stream st~tiun density and of
the form
Em p
SMT - P) Q J
be expressed as a function of the
the local velocity and entropy in .
(13)
and, therefore, can be calculated at A, B, and C. The ‘velocityat any
potnt along AC and BC can be expressed h the form:
Therefore,
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8where
‘1 =
Shnil.arprocedures may be used to obtain
P [ 1=pAl+&yA)Bl
where
.
If, therefore, terms of higher order are
*G + YA
+ ~Yc – YA)(A1
neglected,
r
y~ (yc + 7A)
1+B1 + Cl)
(14a)
(14%) &
(14C)
(15)
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similarly,
where
()‘2= :-lYC:YB
.
.
9
(16)
(17)
H a ~ional phenanenon is considered,
[
( 2sin p~ ‘c – ‘~)
‘PAVA ~ti(q + ~)A (’c – ‘A) + (
1
Al+ B1 + Cl) (18)
‘A = 2
Sbl gl’
Sin(ql– $)B (’c - d +
(‘c ;y’~(~+q+%) (19)
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When the mass flow is detemined, the points C~ snd C$~ on the
shock along the same streamline that passes at C can be detemined for
axially symmetrical @ncmena from the expressims
and, for two-Mmmi&al
?3 = plVI(yB2 – yC2)fi
phenomena,
In the first approximation, C3 will he slightly different frcun Ctt;
therefore, a point C~tt wiJl have to le chosen between the two potits.
The variation of mxtropy at Cttt cen be detemnined frcm equatim (5), ‘
and the entropy at Cttt belxlndthe shock is the same as the entropy at C.
Now at the petit C, the quantities As, q, ~, and W are known in the
first approximation; therefore, a second approximatim can be dete~ed
by assuming for the quantities tithout index in equation (7) the corre-
sponding averag6 values between A end C and.in equation (8) the average
values between B end C. lh eqpation (7~,
and h equation (8),
—— — ..— —
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@ A secmid approximation can be obtained
and c’? and, therefore, for the value of
also fm the points Ct
As at C. E’ necessary,
a higher approximation cti be calculated for As. I&oceeding in a
s- way permits &U. the ,characteristic net CDL to be dete?mdned
and, therefore, the flow properties along CD can be obtained. For
inlets the calculation also gives the value of mass flow that goes
inside the @et, because it gives the position of the poiut ,E that
limits the stream tube that goes inside the inlet.
A check of the precisim of the calculations can be obtained from
the comparison of the mass flow contained in the streem tube EZP with
the mass flow across CD. Ih additi~, the entropy at D must be equal
to the entropy at o (fig. 1).
Tf the tests are performed au a fixed model, a pressure measurement
at a point in the zone DF can also be used for control of the ~ecisim
of the calculations. 5is control is useful when Mets are considered
because the stream tube Es;ES (fig. 2) in this case is not known. When
the flow field alcmg CD has been detemdned, the pressure drag along EOD
can be determined frcm the mcunentumequation, and fram the shape of the
shock GL and from the characteristic line GO, the pressure dmng DF
and the shape of the streamline IYT can be .titemined. The streamltie DT
gives the displacement thickness of the boundary layer end of the wake.
CON~IONS
A method for deteruddng pressure drag h dally symmetrical or
twc-dhmsional flow phenomena from shadow or”schlieren photographs has
been developed. The method uses the characteristic system for rotational
flow end can be applied when detached shocks are produced by the body.
The method can be applied to the determination of mass flow and
external drag of supersmic inlets with subsmic fluw at the entrance of
the Met.
I.angleyAeronautical Laboratory
National Advimory Committee for Ae”rcmautics
Langley Air Force Base, Va., Ibceriber22, 1948
1. Ferri, Antonio: Application of the Method of Cheractmristics to
Supersonic Rotational.Flow. NACA Rep. No. ml, 1946.
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Figure 1.- Scheme ofcalculation.
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Figure 2.- Inletwith
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subsonic flow at entrance.
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Figure 3.- Calculation of the mass flow.
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